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Bonch-Os~olovsky-A~G. 
·. On a Possibility of Attaining Superhigh . 

Energy by New Methbds of Charged~Partidle 
Acceleration 

E9-92-28 

The physical and mathematic <lescription of the pro
cess of _resonance 'Doppler interaction (RDI) of relati=
vistic elect~on beams with E-waves is considered. The 
possibility ~f solution ~f Veksler's problem is also 
discus·sed here on the ground of the RDI process, i.e. , 
how to.attain,at l~ast from the principal point of view, 
the en.ergy of accelerated particles of the order of. 
1000 GeV and above by new methods. 1 . . . . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to .~ccele~ate charged particles effectively, it is 
necessary either to maintain their multiple passage over a_gap 
with an electric high intensity field (as in classical synchro-' 
trons) or to m°';·e this field in space with variable speed as 
is in• essence done in _linear ·res~nance and collective type ac
celerators.: 

V. I. Veksler' s suggestion on the u~_e of coherent ( later on 
collective) principle of acceleration put forward in the fif- _ 
ties-sixties .. at JINR, Dubna refers· just to the second type /l,2a;' 

In general, the ~oherent'~rinciple lies in ~hat the electric. 
_field-intensity is determind by the.number 'of accelerated par
ticles; the collective principle is characterized by the field 
depending on the·number of charged particles of another type, 
e.g.; electrons 'in ~ bu~ch accelerating ions. All these ideas 

cof Veksler were aimed ·at attaining an. accelerated particle 
energy' of above 1000_ GeV using· new methods .• Then this energy 
was considered to be the limiting one for 6lassic type accele- · 
rators. Theapplication·of superconductivity and the method of 
colliding beams was only.originating. 

· Let me formulate Veksler's problem as follows: . 
. , To find the mechanism of generation of large eZectria :fields 
in_ an ensemble of charged particles for the acceteratio.n of 
charged particles of the same or another type to energ1es of 
the order of 1000 GeV and above. 

To solve. Veksler's_ problem, it is obviously required 
to get an· energy gain;of no less· than 100 . ..:1000 MeV/m 1 and to 
keep it along a length of hundreds of metres. , 

. The initial way. of .an experimental soiution of. thi~ problem 
as a single. bunch· (ring) of circulating electrons with capt~~ 
red. ions, which is moving in space, was put into r'ealization 

_at the ,beginning of the sixties12 &,b 1and .stimulated a great num
ber of investigations and interesting results· all over the 
world. However, it did not lead finally to the ultimate objec
tive.as it is extremely difficult.to provide a stable motion 
of- a bunch _with great space charge (Ne> 1013 ) at such large· 
length. A very long stay of electrons in the bunch rest system 
as a. whole makes this bunch, i.e.•, the ensemble' of electrons . . . 
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with captured ions, practically unprotected against static.ef
fects of space charge and against dynamic effects - numerous 
instabilities. 

However, .Veksler's formulation of new acceleration princip
les called into being quite a number of studies in the new 
field of accelerating physics. 

As it turned out later on, Ya.B.Fainberg's ideas of the 
possibility of generation of very strorig electric fields in 
dense plasma and high-current beams wheri exciting great ampli
tude waves in'them (suggested practically at the same.time)· 

, . are of particular importance 13, 41 • · 
The known estimate for a maximum electric field in the en

semble of electrons ,with electron density n
0 

and wave expikz·z 
is_ written as 

E ~ ~ V 411mc
2ne . (1) 

F d · 10 13 --3 f - 1 h' .. or · ens1ty n0 ""- cm , or examp e, .t is estimate 
yields EM ~ 3·106 B/cm •. _ . _. 

Thebasis of the beam-wave approach is the fundamentaLidea 
of creating' density modulation due.to transit elect~o~s,. i.e. 
such electrons which exist in the.region of fluctuations"ove~ 

·- an extremely s·hort peria'd of time, ~ 10-lO s. This rem~ves'.most 
principal difficulties associated ·with the influence of large· 
space charge. It is conceivable that the first clear formula
tion of this idea was given by M.S.Rabinovich in 1968 151 • 

A rapid evolution of the conception of beam-.wave collective 
acceleration methods has begun approximately since _1967 after. 
developing the technique of high-curre~t relativistic electron 
beams_._ Several tens of general modifications of the. collective 
meth~d have.beenput forward to date. However~ the'experime~'."; 
tal · achievements are limited by fields of.~ 10 V / cm and, length 
of ~1 m.which is much less than estimate (1), see, e.g. / 61 • 

1 

.. . . Correspo.nd.ingly, in one of the recent reviews of Ya. B. Fain
berg 171. _ it .. is stressed that the existing. variefies of collec
tive methods do not solve yet the problems of development.of 
superhigh energy accelerators. _· _ , _, · _··, 

In high-current relativistic electron. beams (REB) the den
sity of electrons can reach 101.3 cm~3 and above for a_ beam cur
rent up to 106 A at a beam l'trans'porting" ,le~gth of 1:.. 10 m and -
more. Consequently, REBs are in pri~ciple an ideai basis ·for 
the development of the conception of moving density modulation 
on transit electrons. 

One of the pioneer papers, in.which a co~crete mechanism of 
implementation of this idea has been suggested, is that' of 

:; . .:;{;ofb£1!"',.r:1 ;:z;:~t::ry;. 
':?/~~}J!JL'1! Gi:C.,t1e;1rts,~ 
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Sloan and Drummond 181 • _In this ·paper is was proposed to genera
te the moving·modulation of beam density with the aid of slow· 
cyclotron beam mode, i.e., when the electron velocity is lar~ 
ger _than the· phase wave one. ',rhe performed experiments 191 sho-
wed a field increase up to 100 kV/cm at a beam current of above 
1 kA. 

In the paper of Sprangle at al.1101 this idea.was modified 
due to the excitation of·a slow Langmuire mode in magnetized 
beam, and to the mechanism of phase wave velocity increasing 
by decreasing the external diameter of a waveguide. 

Nation 111, 121 carried out very important experimental inves-. 
tigations on the excitation of a slow Langmuire wave (v/c=0.2) 
in a relativistic electron beam (J = 200-500 A, We=200-400 KeV) 
at a radiation frequency of 1 GHz inserted into a diaphragming 
waveguide. The excitation of fast waves, nonlinear effects 
with increasing the field up to 300 kV/cm and a destructive ac
tio~ of electron capture by the wave field were observed. 

Experiments on the acceleration of protons by a slow wave 
• with an energy gain up to 4 MeV/m were also performed. 

Later on the process of resonance Doppler interaction (RDI) 
of REB with longit.udinal electromagnetic waves (E-waves). will 
de'· considered from a new. physical point of view, a review of 
original mathematical results of the theory of this process 
will be given and the discussion of RDI applicability to the 
solution'of Veksler's·problem will be presented. 

2. PHYSICALBASES OF RDI OF RELATIVISTIC 
.ELECTRON BEAMS WITHE-WAVES 

Thesimplest possibility to create density fluctuation in 
an'el~ctron beam is realized whe~ the beam meets the.space re-:
gion (gap) inside which a longitudinal· (relative'tothe·motion 
of electrons) electrical field is generated.by 'an'ext'ernai , 
source: As is lmown,' if electrons are decelerated, density in.
crease takes ~l~ce;·and if'they·~re.accelerated, density dee~' 

· reases. ·But· this fluctuation is· immovable in . space ( labo'ratory 
reference frame) as well as the gap itself. · · · '·.· · · 

s·o, ' it is' neces"sary: ·t·o-- inove the' external field in space . . . 
·along· the beam. ·An' el_ectromagnetic, wave: w,ith a variable loi:igi :.0. 

... tudinai i field: running· albng the: beam' with phase velocity ' ' ' 
V :.:::·:c,•i'.'j{~,:.·•,' ., ,,. . ... · :·· .... ·,' 

'r ' • r. _<•., "' ~ • ",,:• , 'I - ',,' ,, 

~~-I I .: IE ·1 exp(
1
:-iwt -~, ~~) , ,v ~ ; .', ~ ~ ~z , ·. (2)' 
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can serve as a natural·s6lution of this task. Such.a wave can 
··be. excited in special sl'owing-down structures. If -the wave ve
. locity v is not equal to. that of beam electrons Ve, electro'ns. 
•are tran;it ones with iespect to.the wave. They pass periodi~ 
cally through the space region with decelerating and accele-
rating _electrical fields. . . . 
· ln order to create· a strong enough densi_ty modulation in the 

"beam," the resonance condition should be fulfilled which will· 
lead to increasing the density modulation in a _beam a'.nd the• 
summary variabl~ field in the beam.:.wave system. 

Th~ 'characteristic frequency of longitudinal electron oscil
ladons•in.the beam is the Langmtiire frequency: 

w 
.• e 

_1 4rre2n 
V ~-··Cl 

. :myo (3)' 

· n0 is t_he density of electrons; and }~. the relativistic factor 
of longitudinal electron motion. . , . . . 
. · . It is expected that the resonance will' be realized if this , 

1 
frequency coincides with that of an external longitudinal elec".". 
.tromagnetic wave taking into account.the Doppler shift of fre
quency (i) for tra.nsit electrons; Consequently, "taking electron 

·. relativism into account, the expected resonance condition c~m 
he written as . 

'Y. (w - kv) ~ ± Q , o o , e (4) 

. v0 • is the velocity of electrons, ·Y
0 

= ( 1 - v
0
2 /c 2 )-½, index i1011 

always denoted .the corresponding quantities at·the beginning 
· of the process when the_ field is relatively small, E ~ .Eb,::: 0 • 

Formula (4) allows for the possibility of different rela.:.. 
tion b'etween miltual direct:ions and the val~es ~f velocities v 
and' , Vo. Sign' ( +) stands for a' fast 'pai-aUel wave ( V > ',vo, k >' o\ 
and an oppdsite one (v i-.i. v , k < 0), sign (-) for a slow pa- , . . 0 . 
rallel wave (v< v

0
, k > 0). . 

· The analysis performed in papers113- 151 . shows that resonan-, 
ce , ( 4) actually takes pla-ce in a not too strong field of the 
wave moving along a high-curre_nt electron beam; only taking in:.. 
to consideration the specific geome·try of a slowing-down struc
ture; the frequency is "reduced" by the geometric factor's: 
rue ➔ (J)JS; . . . .. . 

· To prove·the statement that such a·resonance Doppler inte
raction ·(RDI) of a beam with a E-wave can result .in the solu-

.. ii~n of the problem of producing a strorig enough variable elec- · 
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tric field moving in space, it is necessary to form the RDI 
theory within the frame of the relativistic model beam and wa
ve in view of non- linear effec·ts as soon· as the aim is pursued 
to obtain large in amplitude electric fields. · · 

Conditions (4) or (18) coincide with resonance condition· 
(sign(-1)) of the so-called collective Cerenkov effect ("Raman" 
instability) (see 1161 ) • But~ RDI and instability have quite.. : 
different physical nature: ROI is the amplification of the ex
ternal E-wave by beam charge modulation with an·. increment - n

0 

and.takes place for any types of wave - slow,fast and opposite 
· '·ones if•condition (4) is fulfilled. · 

"Raman" instability is connected with radiation of electron 
bea~s in·a slowing:..down structures, appears without external 
wave and is characterized by exponential increase of the slow 
wave field (the beam is always faster than the wave) with the 
increment-nt. . 

. This instability practically does not display in presence of 
the RDI' process because of: a) large initial amplitude of the 
external wave,-10 kV/cm, b) large increment.of RDI process. 

III. MATHEMATICAL BASES OF THE RDI THEORY 

The mathematical ROI theory will be set' forth in a _conden
sed form below. We are talking about the formulation of the 
problem~ the methods of its solution and main results, (<let.ails 
and proofs see in 113- 15•17•181 ) • 

1. Problem Statement, Model and RDI Basic Equation 

The basis for the RDI mathematical theory is the hydrodyna
mic model of a high~current relativistic electron beam (REB) 
and its interaction with a longitudinal electromagnetic wave. 
This modeP't is characterized by the following principal assump
tions: 

1) Homogeneity of an initial bearri state, i.e.,--' 
density.,n0 does not depend on coordinates. r, (} and z. In addi
tion, an axial symmetry of all the.system is anticipated: the 
beam plus the structure slowing down a wave. 

.2) ~b n ~ e ~ ~ r get i cs ~f electrons. It ii required 
that the spread.· in electron velocity should be less than the. 
difference of beam and wave ones (exclusive of the possibility 
of electron..:~ave Cherenkov interaction): 

*Interesting only for purposes of this paper. 
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, 6. v .« jv -v I e e or 1':!!a.. « y213211 - .JL 1. 
we e e a 1--'e . 

,-vf 

/3 = y_ 
e ' 

Ve 

f3e = c' Ye= (1-$2)-½ 
e ' 

2 
we =, me (.y 8 -1) • 

(5)_ 

This condition is not severe for present-day REBs (see, 
e.g. / 7-' ) • It should be noted that the conventional condition 
related to resonance distuning and a real value of attenuatio_n 
in the structure can turn out to be stronger than (5) ·for an , 
opposite. wave ( /3 < 0). 

3) Be am magnetization, i.e., 'the one..:dimen-_ 
sional motio~ of electrons in the longitudinal directi6n:along 
the beam (further the z-axis). The corresponding condition is 
written in the form 

eH 2 2 (--) » (J) 
, me e' 

(6). 

•. H is the longitudinal magnetic field strength. This condition 
also "separates" ·strongly enough the frequencies of the beam. 
cyclotron and Langmuire modes. Their excitation can be consi
d_ered independently . 

Let us introduce an eikonal (phase) 

t/.J c= -eut + kz·; (7) 

and the potential function of the field cf;(r, t/J) related to the 
longitudinal electric field by 

E=E 
z 

= Const2<P 
aiµ • 

Solving the hydrodynamic equation of electron motion 

· 3 av. av. . 
m-y ( .::..:.L + v .......!L) = eE 

e at e az 
and choosing const in (8) 

Const= - mc2k 
. ey ' 

we come to an important integral of motion 

. y: + cf; = Const = y~. 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Th_e relativ_istic factor of longitudinal electron motion, in the 
wave rest system (WRS), i.e., in the reference frame, which.i&--
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moving with wave phase velocity v,,~s denoted by prime here. 
From relativistic energy~momentum transformations it is 
not difficult to obtain 

~ ➔➔_, .' ➔➔ 

,Y; = YYe(l - f3f3e), Y~ = YYo(l - f3f3o) • ·(12) 

F~r,,para_pel waves ~j1e =+f3/3eand for an opposite one ~~ =-1/:llf:le• · 
As f3e is chosen to . be ? 0, in writing without, vectors we shall
ass.ume later on that f:l >. 0. for parallel waves and /3 < 0 for 
an opposite one. · · · 
.. The stop of electrons in .the WRS (y~ = 1) corresponds to 

the capture potential of electrons by the wave field. · 

. 'Ps = y~ -1 • 

The function ¢, ( r, t/1) is related to ·gi and A = 
and vector potentials as follows: 

.. · : .. ey , .. · . 
q,, =.-2-( <f>- {3A) •. , 
, . me 

(13) 

Az, the ~calar · 

(14) 

From Dalamber's equations one can get a basic·equation of, 
>evolution for cf:i(r, t/1) 

·2 · a ar1i. , j_1:. + _1_ - ( r--) = q - q/30 
. . atµ2 K 2, ar · . ar · . 

·Y~· - <p 
y'(y~ ..:q,)2_1 ·+ 'Pext • 

(15) 

Here 

. 2 . 2 2 . 4 a3 3 
2 w w We 2 2 , rre ,-, ·Y 

K = v~ .,-::- -;ii' q = .7~ Y Yo,, ..._¢.ext=, ffiC<,J 2 , jext • 

with iext the current density of a source creating an external 

l 
I 

:~•· 

-ti~ 
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(initial) wave: E = Eb(r) expit/1. . . 
Attention should be given to the second nonlin_ear term on · , • ; 

the right of (15) (-1//:l;); it increases going to ""at th~ cap- .. 
, ture point with increasing the field and approaching t:he cap-, ' I 

ture potential (13). Fundamental nonlinear effects in,the,RDI 
process are associat:ed Jllst with ,this term. In particulc1r_:, .the 

, nonsymmetry of, oscillations ¢(t/l) 'at, le/; I tending to ·Y~ - 1 . is 
clear at once. 

The second characteristic property of eq.(15) is the presen-· 
' ce of still!ulating, force, ¢ext on. its right which is proporti()nal 
, ·to .th<s in{i'.~.o~df.~- )..~ .·~ /:a/1,d, i,. C::u~rent of,· an,. externa~ S,Ollrce. . 

.8 

'1 ':; 
(' 

This term·leads to the appearance of a resonance.of the, (4); 
type as long a's the influence of the nonlinear term is negli
gible. 

After these quantitative remarks, let us turn to stringent 
results. 

2. Linear Approximation 

A linear stage of resonanc~ Doppler interaction can be rea-, 
lized at the beginning of the RDI 'process when the field is,· 
relatively small. The following condition can serve as the cri
terion of linearity: 

¢, << r; -1. 
0

(16) 

Le. , the field is much smaller than that of the wave when 
electrons capture occur~. . 

Expanding the nonlinear .term on the right-hand side of (15) 
in a power series of ¢/y~-1 and restricting ourselves to the· 
linear term, we can obtain the following linear equation for 
a resonance field harmonic (its index is not written down. be
low) under sufficiently general assumptions of the form of ex
citing term cf:iext: 

a2 t + 
at/12 

Here 

2 ' 
U.¢ := 

w~ 
2 I¢ · y
0

(w-kv/ extlSint/1. 

w2 ~ . 
e ~ 2 w2 w2 

r,,2 = 2 =t: --, K = - - ---
·Y (w-kv )2 K 2 v2 · c2 • 
,0, 0 

(17) 

with 1¢~x~ I the amplitude of an initial field harm.onic '¢, (ex_: 
terrial wave field). Obtaining (17)~.the radial field dep~~den
ce wa~. ~tssumed. to. be proportional t<> the Bessel .functions . 
J0 (~Lr) or I0 (k.Lr). 

2 
.. · 

· The resonance means that U. =· 1 or 

w2 __ e 

Y
0
2(w-kv

0
)2·= 

1 
± 

k2 2 
~ = s . 7 - (18) 

This is just generali'zation -~f previously' written. condition 
(4)., , 
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If (18) holds; the solutiori of (17) can be written as 
(!¢ lt=O= ¢ext• <Vlt~O = 0): 

¢ I ¢ext I Cost/, !¢ex~(t/,Cosi,li - Sint/,). 
2 

(19) 

Thus, the field increases linearly with the time or distance 
of· interaction as usual fo.r the integral resonance. Let us in
-traduce an "increment" 

r = 1, . aE 
- - IE ext I a;-' ·(20) 

where I Eext i is the amplitude of the initial electric field of 
the wave. It is not difficult to calculate r: 
f -· kS 2 

- 2-· (21)' 

The following important circumstance should be stressed: the' 
field always increases in the RDI process in the direction of. 
wave propagation, i.e., for example, in the case· of an opposi-

· te wave the' field increases· against ·the motion 'of beam elect-· 
rons. ' ' ' 'f 

- ' -As is seen from the solution of (19), _in a linear_ approxi
mation field os'cillations are symmetric about zero and the ve- · 

/ 
locity of increasing the field tan be very significant: by a 
factor of several times along the wave length. 

·3._ Nonlinear Processes 

As is seen from basic evolution equatioh (15), with increa: · 
-sing the field¢, the influence of the "singular" nonlinear -
term on the right begins to increase, and it can become predo
minant over the "external force" and the resonance effect. 
In the ~eneral case it is difficult to obtain.analytical re:.. 
sults -for arbitrarily large nonlinearity; only.numerical calcu
iations_~an be carried out here: However, they make se:0:se oiily 
far enough from the capture of electrons as the above hydrody:.. 
namic model its elf is no longer applicable at I¢ I ➔ ( y~ - 1) ; 
the beam-wave system transforms to a kinetic and multiflux 
stage with an intensive generation of spurious harmonics, 
a sharp decrease of the increment of RDI development, a sub
stantial change of velocities V and Ve and so on. They are pre-· 
cisely the effects that have been observed in the experi-

. ments 16
• 9• 121 • Therefore, we lay down the following main con- .. 

dttion· (limitation) which is of importance for the physics of·. 
•RDI development and for its analysis 

10 
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·I ¢m;x1 .-.s. o,5(y~:.. 1r; (22) 

. Under experimental conditions, limitation ·(22) can be ,satis
fied by choosing the values of some parameters (see below)·. 

In the mathematical analysis a condition of the (22) form .-· 
all_ows one to use the method of weak nonlinearity, in particu·:.. 
lar the Krylov - Bogolubov asymptotic method. 

Nonlinear terms, in particular' in eq.(15), are therewith • 
exp·anded into powers of the small parameter ¢ /,y~ -1; the deter

.'minati•ori of wave shape turns out _to be possible taking into 1ac
' co_unt nonlinearity, the change in· field increase velocity, the 
presence of a quasi-stationary nonlinear regime and its· charac-
teristics: ' ' . . 

. The most important results are the following 116 • 17•1·: 

As. the field ¢ increases, the increme:U:t decreases and the 
_quasi-stationary nonlinear regime is re~ched even before'the 
capture of electrons by -the wave. This· regime is characteri_zed 
by slow oscillations of .the field wave envelope'(incomparison 
with the wave period) nearly a maximum value of I¢ I = ast: . 

. a2 . as• a2 
¢ = - a t13in 1 - c 2 --.!!.L Cos 2iµ + c3 ~ Sit! 31 - c 2 ~ , s 2 32., , _2 

a :::: 
st . 

· 3 8 I ¢ext I_:, 
(y~2-1) Ya· 1+4y/ (23) 

(£)2 
_env 

2 
2 3 S 2 "' ( 4 C3 ast +. I ef;ext I -2-) « cu • 

2ast . 

c2 ,caare the coefficients of expansion of the right part of 
· · ( 15) at terms ¢ 2 and ¢ 3 proportional to the beam current. 

I 

These approximate analytical results are completely confir
med by numerical calculatio~s of evol~tion rp(t/,) according to 
basic equation (15) only with insignificant quantitative spe
cifications (see results and diagrams for a slow wave in /14/, 
for fast an'd opposite ones in 115, 171 ). 

Frome the results of (23) the following conclusions can be 
drawn: with 'increasing the field there. arise' additional harino-.· 

_nics which are small under the quasi-stationary nonlinear regi:.. 
me ( c2 ¢2; c3 ¢ 3 _ E' ~< 1) , the -;.hape '?._f the· field .~ave env~l?pe · 
becomes nonsymmetr1c ( ¢ -1- O; ¢ < I¢ I), the maximum amplitude· 
of oscillations is determined by Y~ and !¢ext I (initial ampli-
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tude of the wave field), the period of .oscillations is much 
larger than that of the wave (slow oscillations of the envelo-
pe in th~ quasi-stationary nonlinear regime). . 

Some other results are discussed in 114, 15•18{ decrease of the 
increment, change of the wave velocity, in~rease of .the modula
tion of electron beam density (at the stage of (22) it reaches 
tens of percent and. exceeds £\n 8 in0 in the linear case by an 
order of magnitude). These characteristics are identical for 
different types of waves; the main features of the RDI process 
are practically the same for parallel and, opposite waves taking 
into account nonlinear effects. 

Of principal interest is 
4. RD.I Energetics, i.e. the character of energy exchange bet
ween transit relativistic electrons and E-waves including tho
se with l~rge a~plitude, change of the kinetic energy of elect
rons and RDI energy balance taking into account the work of 
the source of an external (initial) electromagnetic field. 

Let us calcu.late the work of the field above the beam: 
• ➔➔ 

P = 'Jj E dv = e (n 
8 
v 

8 
E dv. (24) 

This quantity determined the change of th~ total kinetic ener
gy of electrons in the volume V per time unit. Using a number 
of transformations, taking into consideration (8), (10) and 
the integral of the continuity equation 

ne (/38 -/3) • = n0 (/30 - /3) I (25) . 

the quantity P can be presented as 

. 2 
. ,f; (f)~+f3) de/;. r 
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¢ext 8 · 

P = :i: mc 2 n 0 11a2 y 3 (v0 -v) (26). 

Here a is the beam radius;and {3~c,the velocity of electrons 
in the WRS: 

/3; = 
f3e-f3 

1-/3/3 
(27) 

. . e , .. 
In. (26) (+) is ~or.an opposite wave;and (-),for parallel (fast 
and slow) waves. 

Assuming that.approximation (22) is valid, let us perform 
• expansion accurate to ¢ 2 inclusive ('Pext « ¢) 

12 

_.:,.) 

,. {3v 2 ' . f3o Vo , o ¢ ]. 
P ~ 11a

2
n0 mc2[ ± ((3 -/3) ¢ ± 2 3(/3 -/3) 3 

Y o Y Yo o 
(28) 

At the linear stage, when ,f;(i/;) is a function of the form 
2 ¢ ts . ., . . 

(19), i.e.,,:/;= ,f;extCosi/; - e; (i/;Cosi/;-Sin(/J_) '. the second 

term on the right of (28) makes a contribution to P ~s ¢~ 0. 
·In this case we get the partially knowq_ result: the. beam is de~ 
celerated in slow and opposite waves ( P < 0) transmitting its. . 
kinetic energy to the wave, and it is •accelerated in a fast· 
wave (P>O).It is not difficult to show that a slow wave there:. 
with possesses a negative energy (W-< 0 is the density of the
sum of the energy of electro~ oscilla_tions _and the energy of 
the wave electric field, see' 191 

), and the fast and opposite 
waves. have a positive energy -(W > 0). · . , 

As the field ¢·increases the situation changes: due to the 
nonlinear nonsymmetry of the.wave envelope, the first term on 

I • , 

the right of eq.{28) begins to contribute as we have now (see 
(23)): 

¢ 
.2 

-1 ast , 
2 

Cz = 
3S

2 

--·· 
2 

1 - f3f3o 
2· 

YYo(/3 -f3o) 
'(29) 

The analysis and numerical calculations show that for some. 
field 1¢1< a 8 t the beam in a slow wave transits from the st~ge 
of deceleration to that of acceleration, the total energy ~f · 
ele~tron ~scillations and_ the wave field changes its sign, Le. 
it becomes positive. . . 
. For a fast parallel wave the effect of c~anging the sign 

{transition from beam acceleration to its deceleration) is pos-
sible in a narrower interval of parameters. 

·····. · In the most interesting case of an opposite wave the sign.· 
· is not changed, the nonlinear effect of.non~ymmetry·streng-

- thens the effect of beam deceleration ( P < 0) only signifi- / 
~antly. · · . . 

Thus, we get an important result: the character of longitu..: 
dina1 waves in an electron beam, their energy sign and the 
change of the kinetic energy of e1ectrons depend on the. level' 
of ·an excited field; standard as_sertions of. the energy, sign of· 
parallel waves are not valid at a nonlinear level.· 
_·· It is quite probable that this result takes place also - for·. 
other types of dispersing media ( some examples see in 1201 ) • • . · 

The estimates show that energy transfer from beam to wave 
. can be significant in a very large field of an opposite wave-

13 
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(-10 6 V/cm) and a beam current of> 10 kA; the corresponding 
power reaches 10 3 MW and more. In this case the relativistic 
facto-r of electrons changes rel~tively insufficiently ( .!\ye /y/< 
<< 1); a pronounced effect of energy exchange is related to a 
large ·density of electrons in the beam (n 8 = 10 13 cm-3 ) • 

• 5. Limiting Fields, in the_ RDI Process 

'A standard estimate of a maximum electric field in beam-wave 
versions of the collective methods (e.g.,/?, 101 ) follows· from 
formulae of the type (8), (16) and-is practically only the con
dition of applicability of a linear approximation 

· mc 2k 
IE I. « -( y~ - 1) • 

ey 
(30) 

The results of the nonlinear theory and numerical calculations 
allow us to estimate more precisely a maximum electric field 
using condition (22) -

I E I . .,, mc2 k ( ' - 1) 
.:, 2ey Yo 

mnc2 
-e .\y ( Y ~ - 1) (31) 

From here it is seen that the limiting values of the field are 
in large part determined by y~ (this is an initial value of the 
relativistic factor of electrons in WRS for the RDI process). 

According to (12), for parallel waves (fast and slow) y' is 
. . 0 

equal to 

· ·Y~ = yy
0 

(1 ..:. /3/3
0
), /3 > 0. (32) 

It.is not difficult to make sure that in this case y~ is not 
too large even for relativistic velocities /3, /30 : 

y; :: 
. 0 

y2+ y; 
2yyo 

and, for example, for a fast wave at y 2 >> y! 
, - ·Y ,y - -

• o. 2y o • 

The situation is different.for an opposite motion of the beam 
and ·the wave ({3 < 0) · · 

y; = yy o ( 1 + I f.3 I f3 o) -::: 2 Yo y • J33) ! 
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This value can be by an order of. magnitude' (and m~re) greater-
. than the ·value 'of y~ for parallel waves~ 

Now 

IEmaxl 
< _277~C2 - c>.--Yo· 

For centimeter waves and 
while for parallel waves 
the.experiment 19, 12/ • 

(34) 

Yo :: 10, Emax can reach 107 V/cm . 
Emax = 105 

.:.. 10 6 V/cm in accord with 

equa
show 
10% 

. , In order to reach a field of -107 V/cm, from Maxwell's 
tions and resonance condition,(18) it is not difficult to 
. that a beam current of > 10 kA, or otherwise approximately 
of density. modulation n8 .. 10 13 cm-3 , is required. • 

From comparison of estimates (1) and (34) one-can conclude 
that potential possibilities of a dense ensemble of electrons 
are in principle realized completely enough by RDI on an oppo
sit,e wave for the generation of powerful. electric fields . 

'IV. CONCLUSION: A POSSIBLE APPLICATION OF'THE 
RDI .PRINCIPLE TO THE SOLUTION OF VEKSLER'S 
PROBLE~ 

'As analytical and numerical cal'culations show, resonance 
conditions can be fulfilled in the interaction-of a.high-cur-

-rent relativistic beam with a longitudinal wave in the slowing
dowri structure at v8 Iv, and a variable electric field in 
the system increases fastly beginning from some initial value 
given by an external microwave frequency . generator. A max.imum. 
amplitude of the E-fieid is determined at the'stage of the-non-

-linear quasi-stationary reg;i.me (before the capture of 'electrons ' 
bya wave) and can reach very large values at the correspon-
ding choice of initial conditions (¢ext , Yo ) • · 

.In this case two circumstances are of fundamental signifi
cance: 

1) The RDI process undercondition (22) has a regular and 
contro,lled character'with increasing the field for.a short 
time Tenv /2 .. 10 7 -100 nsec and thus can play a dominating-role 
in a real.picture of waves·excitation in the stiuc~ure with 
a beam. · ·· 

2) An electron beam-.in·this·mechanism' has several sub~tah-· 
tial functions: it_amplifies an initial E-wave due to arising 

. density modulation produced by transit electrons, transmits · · 
part of its en<>rmo'us kinetic energy to excite ari opposite wave 
(and a slow one at the linear stage) in a strorigfield due t6 
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nonlinear effects thus unlo~ding the source of an external 
(initial) wave and redistributes the field in the transverse 
plane; in particular the beam forms a deep potential well·for 
positive charges in their motion along the beam thus providing 
their effective focusing. . 

These conclus.ions are reasons to assume that the resona·nce 
'Doppler interaction can serve as a physical foundation for the 
solution of Veksler's problem. 

When the RDI principle is being realized, there arise nume
rous experimental and technical problems which .solution, in 
the author's opinion, is not beyond the.level achieved my mo
dern high~current beam technique, accelerating and SHF tech-
nique. . 

Some moments should be pointed out which are characteris-
tic of the version of collective ac~eleration considered in• 
this paper. 

·1. The main task which is common for all varieties of.beam 
collective acceleration methods lies in the formation of a 
high-current relativistic electron beam (J = 1 - 10 kA and . 
more, W8 = 1 - 10 MeV) with a .small energy spread;, There ·are 
many experimental results' on the formation and passage· of .such 
beams thought the structure along the length L (see, e.g. / 211). 

The. transportation of an electron beam with a high current' 
. along L .> 100 m is not so clear to date if .the achievement· of 
superhigh,energies of.accelerated ions is_ kept in mind. 

. . 2. As the wave should have a phase velocity variab.le .. in 
' length to accelerate _ions at r least at the init.ial stage, the 

structure geometry, in which the E-wave is excited and,ampli-
'fied.,· must be changeable. ·For example, the. thickness of an in:'. 
ternal dielectric coat of the. wave-guide or the di.?phragm geo-··
metry can be changed. Acceleration at the final stage is pos- -. 
siblewith the "asymptotic pl1ase"-when the.phase velocity of. 
the wave is practically constant (V $.c) and the amplitude.of 
the E-field is large. . . . . 

, : 3. The s~urce of the external (initial) field should have 
a power, of. approximately .100-500 kW at a wave length ,\:'."3-10 cm 
and more .. Present-day generators, SHF-:-magnetrons, klystrons 
and gyrotrohs satis.fy_ these requirel!l~I'its. . . · .. 

, 4. When fields of the order of 10 6 ~10~ V/cm are excited, the 
problem of electrical breakdown in proximity to an internal . ,.. . ,' 

surface of the. waveguide structure can arise. In connection ·.1 

. with, this, we should like to note important experimental re- _ 
. sults on eliminating of the breakdown due to a special techno
'. logy 9f su:rface treatmerit 1221 . and also the' results of discus- . 

~ion, ~-f this. problem .inJrascati 1121
, in particular a growth 
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in the breakdown field with increasing frequency which allows 
one to count on a significant facilitation of solving this 
problem at ,\ = 3 cm (f = 10GHz). 

5. From the.viewpoint of accelerating applications, two sta
ges ·of experimental and technical investigations should be se
parated. 

1) Low and medium energy accelerators (to 1 GeV) with a high 
ion current (Ji:; 1 A) on slow and, may be, fast waves ·at L = 
= 1-10 m, a beam current of -1 kA and an acceleration rate, 
say, of protons g = 10-100 MeV/m. At this stage all basic tech
nical characteristic properties of using the RDI process shou~d 
be worked out and the results which can allow one to go.to the 
second stage should be obtained. 

2) The stage of a step-by-step growth of the length L·'when 
passing to a section with an opposite wave at large fields and 
g a,< 1 GeV/m .. The.main problems here are the transportation~of 
a beam at L > 100 m in the field H 4 10 kOe, the protection 
from breakdown and acceleration working out near the asympto
tic phase. 

Note that the transverse size of an ion beam decreases due 
to an adiabatic decrease of transverse oscillations with in-. 
creasing the energy of ions when they are ~oving in a deep 
Coulomb well of the beam; this effect can be of interest for 
the formation of colliding beams in future: 

In conclusion it should be noted that at the present time 
it is impossible to confirm with full certainty that the above 
considerations are the only or a more true way to the solution 
of Veksler's problem. Only comprehensive experimental investi
gations can corroborate the validity of this or close concep
tion or to indicate its weak aspects. 
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